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system,     308   ;    and legitimation of state,     41  , 
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  164–70  ,   199  ;    and frontier of Egypt,     165  , 
  167–9  ,   199   ;    and Warring States period,   
  199–200   

  boundaries and boundary markers: and Inka 
empire,     105  ,   106  ;    and landscape of Maya 
city-states,     170–4   ;    and stela in Egypt,     100   ; 
   and Western Zhou,     198   

  bronze  ding  vessels: from Erlitou and 
Erligang,     Plate V  ,   179  ;    from Western Zhou,   
  Plate XXII   

  bronze foundry, at Erlitou,     177  . 
   See also  Houma foundry  

  bronze inscriptions: and Anyang,     Plate XXI  , 
  41  ,   298  ;    and Warring States period,     Plate 
XXIII  ,   208–10   ;    and Western Zhou,     Plates 
VII–VIII  ,   47–50  ,   184–91  ,   195–8  ,   300  ,   303   

  bronze ritual vessels, from Erligang,     Plate 
V  ,   42–3  

  Brooklyn Papyrus (Egypt),     86  ,   87  ,   88  ,   226  
  Brown, Donald,     6–7  
  Buccellati, Giorgio,     100–1  
  budgets and budgeting: and administrative 

records in Mesopotamia,     61  ;    and statistical 
reports in Warring States period,     231–3   

  bureaucracy: and religion in Egypt,   
  76–7  ;    reports in writing as quintessence 
of,     183   ;    and study of early state,     3  . 
   See also  administration     

  cadastral maps and registers,     131  ,   134  ,   195–9  . 
   See also  written cadasters  

  Calakmul (Maya),     Plate XVIII  ,   155  ,   156–7  , 
  159  ,   163  ,   169  

  Calancha, Antonio de la,     271–2  
  calendars: and Maya,     267  ;    and 

Teotihuacan,     124   
  calligraphy,  Jijiu pian  and rise of as art,     286  
   calmecac  (priests’ house, Central Mexico),     270  
  Calnek, Edward E.,     129  ,   131  ,   132–3  ,   151  
  Canada, and identity tags for Inuits,     220–1  
  CANE ( Civilizations of the Ancient Near East 

[Sasson, Baine, Beckman, and Robinson 
1995]) ,     14  

   Cangjie pian  (“Bamboo Bundles by Cnagjie,” 
Qin empire),     282–4  ,   286  

  Caotapachi (Peru),     114  
   capulli  (Aztec community),     131  ,   133  ,   171  
  Caracol (Maya),     157–9  ,   161–2  ,   164  

archives: establishment of within palaces in 
Mesopotamia (cont.)
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  censuses: and comparison of in Mesopotamia 
and Egypt,     85–6  ;    and direct control of land 
and people by state,     79  ,   305   ;    of households 
in Aztec state,     134–9   ;    and  khipu  in Inka 
state,     112–13   ;    and military service in 
Mesopotamia,     67   ;    and military in Warring 
States period,     221  ,   224–30   ;    and naming 
practices in Mesopotamia and Egypt,     214   

  Central Mexico: chronology and cultural 
areas of early states,     14–18  ;    and education 
of scribes,     270   ;    and extraction of wealth by 
state in Teotihuacan,     121–6   ;    and king lists,   
  243   ;    role of writing in legitimation of state,   
  31–2  ,   39  .    See also  Aztecs  ;   Mixtec  ;   Olmec  ; 
  Tenochtitlan  ;   Zapotec   

  central provinces, of Aztec empire,     144  ,   145  , 
  146  ,   147  ,   149–51  

  Cerén (El Salvador),     171  ,   173  ,   195  
  CHAC ( The Cambridge History of Ancient 

China: From the Origins of Civilization to 221 
B.C. [Loewe & Shaughnessy 1999]),      18  

  Chan Chan (Chimú state),     30–1  ,   119–21  
  chanting, and education of scribes,     266  ,   284  
  Chase, Arlen & Diane,     157–9  ,   161–2  
  Chengzhou (Western Zhou),     190–1  
  Chen Xingcan,     11  
  Childe, Gordon,     8  
  Chimú state (Peru),     30–1  ,   119–21  
  China, and ancient writing systems: absence 

of images of rulers compared to other 
culture areas,     302  ;    chronology and cultural 
areas of early states in,     14–18   ;    comparative 
studies of writing in early states,     6–14  , 
  306   ;    and diplomatic correspondence 
of rulers,     170   ;    early imperial period 
compared to New Kingdom in Egypt,   
  175   ;    and education of scribes,     275–300   ; 
   and evidence for long-term budgeting,   
  64   ;    and extraction of wealth by state,   

  175–237  ,   305   ;    invention of writing system 
in,     308   ;    and king lists,     21   ;    manipulation 
of history in schools and courts of,     249   ; 
   and punishment for failure to provide 
reports,     65   ;    quotations of royal decrees 
in records of appointment of offi cials,     81   ; 
   ritualization of system of oversight by 
matching of written accounts,     102   ;    and 
role of writing in legitimation of state,   
  40–52  ,   302–4  .    See also  Anyang  ;   Erligang  ; 
  Erlitou  ;   Han empire  ;   Warring States 
period  ;   Western Zhou   

   chinampas , and agriculture in Central Mexico,   
  126  ,   127–31  ,   195  

  “chosen women,” and Inka empire,     118–19  
  chronology, of early states in comparative 

studies,     14–18  
  Chu state (Warring States period),     208–10  , 

  219  ,   225–7  ,   234–5  ,   293  
   chullpas  (ancestral crypts, Inka),     28  
  Chupaychu (Peru),     111  
  cities: administration of in Inka empire,     114–

21  ;    of Erlitou compared to Mesopotamia 
and Maya,     178   ;    founding of in Early 
and Late Classic Maya periods,     156   ;    and 
population concentration in Teotihuacan,   
  125–6  .    See also  urbanization   

  city-state model, as norm for early states,     178  
  civilization, defi nition of in comparative 

studies,     12  
  class.        See  audience  ;   literacy  
  classifi cation: and Inka state,     112  ;    and lexical 

lists,     243   ;    and origins of order,     1–2   ;    sorting 
and quantifi cation in early recording 
systems,     5   

  clay pots, and earliest writing in China,     Plate 
VI  ,   179  .    See also  potsherds  

  Cobo, Bernabé,     161  ,   271  
  Cochabamba Valley (Peru),     106  ,   114  
  Codex Magliabechiano,     29  
  Codex Mendoza,     Plate XIV  ,   122  ,   125  ,   145  , 

  146–51  ,   153–4  ,   163–4  
  Codex Vergara,     133  
  Códice Kingsborough,     133  ,   142  ,   143  ,   149  ,   150  
  Códice de Otlazpan,     142  
  Códice de Santa María Asunción,     133–9  ,   141  , 

  142  ,   144  ,   153–4  
  codices: personal and place names in 

Aztec,     122  ;    and pictorial king lists in 
Central Mexico,     32   ;    and Teotihuacan,   
  123  ,   125  .    See also  Codex Mendoza  ;   Códice 
Kingsborough  ;   Códice de Santa María 
Asunción  ;   Florentine Codex  ;   Matícula de 
Tributos   
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  Cohen, Lawrence,     301  
  Collier, Mark,     93  
  colonization, and military of Western Zhou,   

  188–93  .    See also  resettlement  ;   Southeast 
Asia  ;   Spanish  

  comparative studies: chronology and 
cultural areas of early states in,     14–18  ;    of 
writing in early China,     6–14  .    See also  cross-
cultural studies   

   Comparative Studies in Society and History  
(journal),     7  ,   8–9  

  concentration, and organization of 
Teotihuacan,     125–6  

  Confucius,     288  ,   289  
  control: and accountability, responsibility, 

and planning as functions of 
administrative documents,     65  ;    censuses 
and maintaining of over land and people 
by state,     79   ;    of people in Warring States 
period,     203   ;    state’s use of writing for,     211   

  Cooper, Jerrold S.,     249  ,   307  
  Copan (Maya),     26  
  Coptos colossi (Egypt),     21–4  
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  118–21  .    See also  factories  ;   workshops  
  Creel, Herrless Glessner,     51  
  cross-cultural studies: distinct types of,     7  ; 

   and establishment of permanent family 
names as related to state making,     214   ;    and 
noble youths as hostages,     269  ,   275   ;    and 
similarities in use of writing by state,     306  . 
   See also  Andes  ;   Central Mexico  ;   China  ; 
  comparative studies  ;   Egypt  ;   Mesopotamia   

  culture: and education of scribes in early 
China,     292–300  ;    order as prerequisite for,     6  . 
   See also  cross-cultural studies  ;   culture areas   

  culture areas, of early states in comparative 
studies,     14–18  

   Curse of Akkad  (Mesopotamia),     248  
  Cuzco (Peru),     105    

  Dahsur (Egypt),     84  ,   85  ,   164  
   Da Ke ding  inscription (Western Zhou),     Plate 

XXII  ,   195  ,   196  
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  Damerow, Peter,     4  
   Da Yu ding  inscription (Western Zhou),     50  , 

  189–90  
  dead, land endowments in name of in Egypt,   

  69  .    See also  ancestors  ;   cemeteries  ;   funerary 
estates  ;   mummies and mummy bundles  

  decimal offi cers (Inka),     107  
  decimal system, and Inka administration,   

  107–10  ,   142  ,   225  
  defensive structures, and villages of Western 

Zhou,     192  .    See also  forts and fortresses  ; 
  walled settlements  

  Deir el-Medina (workmen’s village, Egypt),   
  95–6  ,   265  ,   266–7  

  demography.        See  population  
  Den, King (Egypt),     23  ,   24  ,   79  ,   86  
  Derrida, Jacques,     41  
  Díaz, Bernal,     152  
  display glyphs, and Teotihuacan recording 

system,     122–5  
  divination texts, from Anyang,     183  . 

   See also  oracle bone inscriptions  
  Doubting Antiquity (scholarly 

movement),     40  
  Dreyer, Günter,     21  ,   23  
  drinking vessels, inscriptions on Maya,     174  
  Dunhuang, and education of scribes in early 

China,     276–9  ,   294  
  Dunning, Nicholas,     171  
  Duran, Fray Diego,     129  
   Duties of the Vizier  (Egypt),     97  ,   99  ,   104  
  Du Zhengsheng,     192  ,   195    

  Ebla (Syria),     245  ,   246  ,   247  
  economics.        See  labor  ;   wealth  
   eduba  (tablet house),     249  
  education, of scribes: in Andes,     271–2  ;    in 

Central Mexico,     270   ;    in China,     275–300   ; 
   conclusions from cross-cultural studies 
of,     306–7   ;    in Egypt,     259–67  ,   272–3  ,   273–4  , 
  284  ,   286  ,   287   ;    and ideology,     273   ;    in Maya 
lowlands,     267–70   ;    in Mesopotamia,     241–58  , 
  262  ,   263  ,   267  ,   269  ,   272–3  ,   276  ,   284  ,   285  ,   286  , 
  287  ,   288  ,   289  ,   290–1  ,   295  ,   296  ,   297–8  ,   299  , 
  300   ;    as part of process of state formation,     6   ; 
   and writing of names,     39   

  Egypt, and ancient writing: accountability 
and responsibility as function of 
administrative documents in,     63  ,   183  ; 
   administrative reports from Western Zhou 
compared to,     185   ;    and “autobiographies” 
in Old Kingdom tomb carvings,     186   ;    and 
border control,     165  ,   167–9  ,   210   ;    and census 
as basis for assessing labor duties,     107   ; 
   census compared to Inka,     112   ;    census 
compared to Mesopotamia,     85–6   ;    census 
and naming practices in,     191  ,   214  ,   226   ; 
   chronology and culture areas of early 
states,     14–18   ;    comparative studies of China 
and,     11   ;    and control of craft workshops,   
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  119   ;    and crew approach to administration 
of large labor groups,     117   ;    and education 
of scribes,     259–67  ,   272–3  ,   273–4  ,   284  ,   286  , 
  287  ,   307   ;    elites and literacy in,     292   ;    and 
extraction of wealth by state,     69–105   ; 
   and king lists,     37–8  ,   302   ;    and labor for 
construction of pyramids,     86  ,   220  ,   221  , 
  222–3   ;    and land tenure system,     105  ,   107  , 
  181   ;    and land transaction records,     80–5  , 
  187  ,   195  ,   227   ;    and legitimation of state,   
  21–4  ,   39  ,   302–4   ;    Maya royal inscriptions 
compared to,     25–6   ;    planning compared 
to Aztecs,     132  ,   133   ;    and punishment 
of tax collectors,     234   ;    and receipts,   
  117–18   ;    and royal display texts,     210   ;    and 
standardization of writing,     307  ,   308   ;    state 
census and confl ict with populace,     67   ; 
   and tomb inventories,     153   ;    tribute lists 
compared to Maya,     164   ;    use of body parts 
for phonetic values,     123   ;    writing from 
tomb U-J compared to earliest writing 
from China,     179  .    See also  Middle Kingdom  ; 
  New Kingdom   

  El Callejón (Inka),     161  
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  Englund, Robert,     4  ,   243  
  entitlement stones (Egypt),     100  
  enumeration literature, and education of 

scribes in Egypt,     262–3  
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Mexico,     134  
  Erligang: and education of scribes,     275  ; 

   and extraction of wealth by state,     179–80   ; 
   and legitimation of state,     42–3  ,   302  . 
   See also  China   

  Erlitou: and extraction of wealth by state,   
  176–80  ;    and legitimation of state,     41–2  ,   43  , 
  302  .    See also  China   

   Er ya  thesaurus, of synonyms,     281–2  , 
  283–4  ,   289  
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state,     134  ;    and Inka administration of state 
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  feasts and feasting: and Inka state,     118  ;    and 
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  Fenton Vase (Maya),     Plate XVI  ,   162  
   Fifth Year Qiu Wei ding  inscription (Western 

Zhou),     196  ,   197  ,   215  
  Finer, S. E.,     8  
  Finkelstein, J.,     34  
  Finley, M. I.,     63  
  Fisher, Henry,     264  
   fl oating ancestors ,     26–7  
  Florence, and naming practices,     214  
  Florentine Codex,     Plate I  ,   152–3  
  Following of Horus,     79  
  forensic reports, and education of 

scribes,     291–2  
  forts and fortresses, and border control: in 

Egypt,     165  ,   167–9  ,   199  ,   210  ;    in Han period,   
  204  ,   207–8   ;    in Warring States period,   
  199  ,   208–9   

  Foucault, Michel,     3  ,   4  ,   13  
  fraud, and accounting in Warring States 

period,     213  
  funerary estates, and mortuary cult in 

Egypt,     76    

  Gebelein papyri (Egypt),     86  
  Gelb, I. J.,     7–8  
  gender: and division of state labor in 

Inka empire,     112  ;    and Maya “houses of 
writing,”     269–70   ;    and use of masculine 
pronouns for rulers,     18  .    See also  women   

  genealogy.        See  king lists  ;   kinship  
  General Allotment Act of 1887 (Dawes Act, 

U.S.),     225  
  Genealogy of the Hammurapi Dynasty 

(Mesopotamia),     32  ,   33  ,   34  ,   35  ,   262  ,   302  
  Giza (Egypt),     38–9  
  Golden, Charles,     165  
  Goody, Jack,     4  ,   7  ,   63  
  Gudea (Mesopotamia),     64  
  Guodian texts (Hubei province),     286  ,   287  ,   288  
  Guo of Zhi (Anyang),     183    

  Hammurapi (Mesopotamia),     34–5  ,   36  . 
   See also  Genealogy of the Hammurapi 
Dynasty  

  Han empire: and codifi cation of biographical 
history,     293  ;    court ceremonies and 
presentation of reports,     235   ;    and education 
of scribes,     280–1  ,   284   ;    and ordinances on 
bamboo strips,     204  ,   207   ;    and organization 
of state factories,     305   ;    and overthrow of 
Qin state,     211   ;    and passports,     169  ,   207  ,   211   ; 
   patrilineage and matrilineage in property 
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inheritance,     228–9   ;    statistical reports and 
state budgets of,     232–3   ;    and topographical 
maps,     203–4  ,   205   

   Han Feizi  (Warring States text),     200  
  Haring, Ben,     104  
  Harris Papyrus.        See  Papyrus Harris I  
  Harvey, H. R.,     139  ,   142  
  Hemaka (chancellor, Egypt),     70–1  
  Herzfeld, Michael,     5  ,   6  
   He zun  inscription (Western Zhou),     191  
  history: and education of scribes in early 

China,     292–300  ;    Mesopotamia and 
manipulation of on behalf of rulers by 
scribes,     248–9   ;    and Sima Quin on pre-
Han China,     52   ;    study of early Chinese 
and focus on intellectual,     175   ;    succession 
of kings and ideology of early state,     2  . 
   See also  king lists   

  Hobbes, Thomas,     2  
  Hodge, Mary,     146  ,   151  
  Houma foundry (Warring States period),     217  
  households: census of in Aztec state,     134–9  ; 

   town planning and registration of in 
Egypt,     91–3  .    See also  kinship   

  “houses of writing” (Maya),     267  ,   268  , 
  269–70  

  Houston, Stephen,     8  ,   9  ,   14  ,   26  ,   126  ,   159  ,   162  , 
  163  ,   164  ,   169–70  ,   267  ,   308  

  Hou Xudong,     304  
  Huallaga Valley (Peru),     108  
  Huánuco Pampa (Peru),     114–18  ,   119  
  Hui (scribe, Western Zhou),     298  ,   299  
  human sacrifi ce, and Anyang royal 

cemetery,     45  
  hymns: and education of scribes in early 

China,     292–3  ;    and education of scribes in 
Mesopotamia,     255–6  ,   257  ,   289  ,   295  ,   297–8     

  Ibia (local offi cial, Egypt),     87  
  ideology: administration as inseparable 

from,     55  ;    and audience for king lists,     303   ; 
   and education of scribes,     273  ,   306   ;    of 
exclusion in Chimú,     31   ;    and Mandate of 
Heaven,     46  ,   50–2   

  inheritance, of land in Warring States and 
Han periods,     227–9  

  “incipient bureaucracy,” of Anyang,     183  
  Inka empire: and decimal system,     107–10  , 

  142  ,   225  ;    and  khipu ,     105  ,   107–10  ,   112–13  , 
  117–18  ,   163  ,   271   ;    and labor tax,     193  ,   224   ; 
   planning compared to Aztecs,     132   ;    and 
relocation of populations,     111  ,   204   ;    and 

road system,     114  ,   162   ;    and terracing on 
royal estates,     160–1  .    See also  Andes   

  Inomata, Takeshi,     14  ,   25  ,   301  
  insignia, and group identifi cation in Inka 

state,     111–12  
  Institute for the Comparative Study of 

Civilisations (Oslo),     7  
  intellectual history, and studies of early 

China,     175  
  Inuits (Canada),     220–1  
  inventories: and bookkeeping in Aztec 

warehouses,     152–3  ;    and bookkeeping in 
Egypt,     70   

  investiture, records of in royal archives of 
Western Zhou,     184–8  ,   235  

  irrigation, and early state in Mesopotamia,     57    

  Jackson, Sarah,     162  
  James, T. G. H.,     102  
  Jiangsu Yinwan (Han empire),     232–3  
   Jijiu pian  (“Bamboo Bundles for Quick 

Reference”),     284–5  ,   288  ,   293  
  Julien, Catherine J.,     109  ,   110    

  Kahun (town, Egypt),     90  ,   91–3  ,   117  
  Katz, Dina,     34  
  Keightley, David N.,     183  
  Kelley, David,     125  
  Kemp, Barry,     11  ,   13–14  ,   38  ,   75–6  ,   91  ,   117  ,   173  , 

  175  ,   242  
  Kerr, Justin,     164  
  Khentika (vizier, Egypt),     101–2  
   khipu  (Inka),     105  ,   107–10  ,   112–13  ,   117–18  ,   271  
  King List of Ugarit (Mesopotamia),     32  ,   34  
  king lists: audience for,     39  ,   303  ;    and 

legitimation of state in Central Mexico,   
  31–2  ,   243   ;    and legitimation of state in 
Egypt,     21–4  ,   39  ,   302   ;    and legitimation of 
state in Maya lowlands,     24–8  ,   39  ,   267   ; 
   and legitimation of state in Mesopotamia,   
  32–9  ,   302   ;    mummies and mummy bundles 
in Andes as form of,     28  ,   29  ,   39   ;    Shang 
dynasty and transmission of by Sima 
Qian,     302   

  kings and kingship: accounting records and 
knowledge of available resources,     64  ; 
   depictions of in act of writing in Egyptian 
representational art,     87   ;    intervention of 
in labor disputes in Egypt,     86–7   ;    royal 
display and creation of elite group 
identity,     301–4   ;    as symbol of community in 
early state,     2   

  kinship: and household censuses by 
Aztecs,     134  ;    and inheritance of land in 

Han empire: and codifi cation of biographical 
history (cont.)
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Warring States and Han periods,     227–9   ; 
   and use of terms in Shang king list,     44  . 
   See also  household  ;   king lists   

   kispu  ceremony (Mesopotamia),     34  ,   35  
  knowledge: domains of and defi nition of 

state,     2  ;    and onomastic lists in Egypt,     307   ; 
   and use of written lists by early states,     5   

  Koontz, Rex,     14  
   kudurrus , as administrative documents 

in Mesopotamia,     82–4  ,   171  ,   197  , 
  198  ,   209    

  labor: and administration of Inka state farms,   
  106–7  ;    and construction of pyramids in 
Egypt,     86  ,   220  ,   221  ,   222–3   ;    and distribution 
of duties by Inka state,     109–11   ;    and 
extraction of wealth by early states,     55–6  , 
  305–6   ;    and extraction of wealth by state 
in Mesopotamia,     59  ,   60   ;    and intervention 
of kings in disputes in Egypt,     86–7   ;    and 
Offi ce of Labor in Egypt,     87  ,   89   ;    sexual 
division of in Inka empire,     112   ;    and state 
farms in Anyang,     181   ;    and taxation in 
Inka empire,     193  ,   224   ;    and tribute in Aztec 
empire,     151   ;    Warring States period and 
building of mausoleum of First Emperor of 
Qin,     220  ,   221  ,   222–3   

   Lai pan  (Western Zhou bronze vessel),     Plate 
VIII  ,   48–9  ,   51  

  land registers, and administrative records in 
Egypt,     77  ,   79  ,   181  

  landscapes, and boundaries of Maya 
city-states,     170–4  

  land tenure: allocation and extraction of 
wealth by state in Mesopotamia,     56–7  , 
  58  ,   59  ;    and extraction of wealth by state 
in Maya lowlands,     154–5   ;    institutional, 
communal, and private forms of in Egypt,   
  69   ;    local communities and allocation of by 
Inka state,     105   ;    and pictorial bookkeeping 
by Aztecs,     133–9   ;    and transaction records 
in Egypt and Mesopotamia,     80–5  ,   187  , 
  195  ,   227   ;    and use of terms  rent  and  tax ,     55   ; 
   Warring States period and allocation of,   
  225  ,   227–9   ;    Western Zhou and allocation 
of,     193–9   

  language: education of scribes in Andes 
and Inka,     271  ,   272  ;    education of scribes 
in Mesopotamia,     249   ;    and Maya dialects,   
  170   ;    scribes and study of Sumerian,     247–8  , 
  249  ,   254–5   

  Larsa, Dynasty of (Mesopotamia),     36  
  La Ventilla (Teotihuacan),     122  ,   123  ,   124  
  Leeming, Frank,     193–5  ,   225  

  legal documents, and transaction records in 
Egypt,     80–5  

  letters and letter writing, and royal decrees 
in Mesopotamia and Egypt,     87  

  Lévi-Strauss, Claude,     4  ,   5  
  Lewis, Mark,     11–12  ,   215  
  lexical lists, and education of scribes,     241–4  , 

  306–7  .    See also  word lists  
   liang ren  (surveyor, Warring States 

period),     199  
  Li Feng,     11  
   Li ji  (Warring States period),     231  
  Li Ling,     286  ,   287  
  Lipit-Eshtar, King (Mesopotamia),     291  ,   295  
  literacy: and class in ancient societies,     303  ; 

   and elites in Egypt and Western Zhou,     292   
  literary texts, and education of scribes in 

Mesopotamia,     257  .    See also  poetry  
  Liu Bang (founder of Han empire),     236  ,   237  
  Liu Li,     11  
  Loewe, Michael,     18  
  Luft, Ulrich,     93  
   Lunyu (The Analects [of Confucius]) ,     288    

  Machiavelli, Niccoló,     3  
  Maguey Plan (Aztec),     129  ,   130  ,   131  , 

  132  ,   133  
  Manco Inka,     30  
  Mandate of Heaven doctrine (China),     2  ,   45–7  , 

  50–2  ,   184  
  Maništušu (Sargonic king),     82  
  Mann, Michael,     8  
   Mao Gong ding  inscription (Western 

Zhou),     187  
  map(s).        See  cartography  
  Mapachtepec (Mexico),     122–3  
  Map Chamber (Western Zhou),     198  
  Martin, Simon,     269  
  mathematics: and education of scribes 

in Mesopotamia,     258  ;    and standard 
rates used by Mesopotamian scribes,   
  66  .    See also  decimal system  ;   numbers  ; 
  vigesimal strategy   

  Matícula de Tributos,     146  .    See also  codices  
  Mawangdui Tomb No. 3 (Western Han 

period),     203–4  ,   205  ,   206  
  maxim collections, and education of scribes 

in early China,     286–7  
  Maya, and ancient writing: and border 

control,     164–70  ,   199  ;    chronology and 
culture areas of early states,     14–18   ;    cities 
of compared to Erlitou,     178   ;    and education 
of scribes,     267–70   ;    estimates of population,   
  177   ;    and ethnic enclave in Teotihuacan,   
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  121   ;    and extraction of wealth by state,   
  154–74   ;    genealogy and understanding of 
kingship in,     21   ;    and legitimation of state,   
  24–8  ,   39  ,   302–3   ;    Olmec and development 
of writing system of,     156  ,   308   ;    and process 
of urbanization,     156  ,   188   

  McAnany, Patricia,     154–5  ,   161  ,   170  ,   171  
  McDowell, Andrea,     267  
  measurement, standardization of in Western 

Zhou,     195  
  Mencius (Warring States period),     193  
  Mesoamerica, chronology and culture areas 

of early states in,     14–18  .    See also  Central 
Mexico  ;   Maya  

  Mesopotamia, and ancient writing: 
accountability and responsibility as 
functions of administrative documents 
in,     63  ,   183  ;    bookkeeping and invention of 
writing in,     307   ;    and boundary markers,   
  100  ,   171   ;    and census as basis for assessing 
labor duties,     107   ;    census compared to 
Egypt,     85–6   ;    census compared to Inka,   
  112  ,   113   ;    census and naming practices 
in,     191  ,   214   ;    chronology and culture 
areas of early states in,     14–18   ;    cities of 
compared to Erlitou,     178   ;    and control 
of craft workshops,     119   ;    and control of 
offi cials,     234   ;    and education of scribes,   
  241–58  ,   262–3  ,   267  ,   269  ,   272–3  ,   285–300   ; 
   and extraction of wealth by state,     56–69  , 
  304   ;    and kudurrus,     82–4  ,   171  ,   197  ,   198  , 
  209   ;    and labor expenses for provincial 
administration,     151   ;    and land tenure 
systems,     105  ,   107   ;    and land transaction 
records,     80–5  ,   187   ;    and legitimation of 
state,     32–9  ,   302–4   ;    and poetry,     263   ;    and 
role of writing in political interaction,   
  156   ;    and royal display texts,     210  ,   302   ;    and 
sexagesimal system,     244   ;    symbolic value of 
bookkeeping compared to Egypt,     101   ;    and 
treaties,     163   ;    workshops and accounting in 
Ur III state,     216   

  Metjen (Egypt),     80–1  ,   84  
  Mexico.        See  Aztecs  ;   Central Mexico  ; 

  Maya  
  Michalowshi, Piotr,     248  ,   249  
  Middle Kingdom (Egypt), and 

bookkeeping,     86–93  
  migration, as patterned human behavior 

with discernible structure,     188  ,   189  . 
   See also  population  ;   resettlement  

   milcocolí  register (Aztec),     139  

  military: and accounting in Warring States 
period,     211–14  ;    and census tablets in 
Mesopotamia,     67   ;    and colonization in 
Western Zhou,     188–93   ;    and education 
of scribes in Central Mexico,     270   ; 
   and rationing in Inka empire,     114  . 
   See also  warfare   

   mingshu  (population register),     230  ,   231  
   Miscellanies  (Egypt),     263  ,   264  
   mit’a  (labor tax, Andes),     107  
  Mixtec (Mexico),     32  ,   121  
  mobility, of Maya commoners,     164  . 

   See also  resettlement  
  Molina, Christoval de,     28  ,   29  
  Morris, Craig,     117  
  mortuary cult, and funerary estates in 

Egypt,     76  
  Motecuhzoma (Aztec ruler),     152  ,   270  
  mummies and mummy bundles: and royal 

ancestors of Maya,     28  ;    of royalty in Andes 
as form of king list,     28  ,   29  ,   39   

  murals: and recording systems of 
Teotihuacan,     122  ;    and tribute lists in Maya 
lowlands,     163–4   

  Murra, John Victor,     107  
  Murúa, Martín,     271    

  name(s), and naming: and household lists in 
Egypt,     94  ;    importance of to Classic Maya,   
  267   ;    and invention of writing,     307–8   ;    in 
 Jijiu pian  of Han period,     285   ;    of laborers 
in Egypt,     87  ,   89  ,   191  ,   226   ;    and laborers in 
Mesopotamia,     59  ,   191   ;    and lexical lists,   
  242   ;    in Warring States period,     214–21  . 
   See also  place names   

  name glyphs: and Central Mexico,     31  ;    and 
Gebelein texts in Egypt,     86   ;    and Maya,   
  27  ,   39   

   Nanshe and the Birds  (Mesopotamia),     290–1  
  Naranjo (Maya),     162  
  Narmer, King (Egypt),     21  ,   24  
  Narmer macehead (Egypt),     74  
  nationalism, and group identity in early 

states,     5  
  Native Americans, and Dawes Act,     225  
  Nauri Decree (Egypt),     210  
  Nazi-Maruttaš (Mesopotamia),     83–4  
  Neo-Assyrian empire,     68  
  neo-Confucianism,     288  
  Neolithic villages (China), and protective 

ditches,     192  
  New Kingdom (Egypt): and bookkeeping,   

  93–105  ;    and king lists,     24   
  New Year ceremony (Han period),     235  

Maya, and ancient writing: and border 
control (cont.)
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  Nezahualcoyotl (Aztec ruler),     153  
  niche stones (Egypt),     74–5  
  Nimaathapi, Queen (Egypt),     69  
  Nippur (Mesopotamia),     249  ,   250  ,   251  ,   252  , 

  253  ,   257  ,   269  ,   292  
  Nisaba (Mesopotamian goddess of 

scribes),     256  
  Nissen, Hans,     4  ,   8  ,   248  
  Northern Dynasties (A.D.420–589),     304  
  numbers: and content of ancient tablets,   

  244  ;    cult of in China and Egypt,     235  . 
   See also  mathematics     

   Odes  anthology (Warring States period),     42  , 
  288  ,   289–90  ,   292–3  ,   295  ,   296  ,   298  ,   299  ,   300  

  offering lists, and bookkeeping in 
Egypt,     74–6  

  Ollantaytambo (Inka royal estate),     160  ,   161  
  Olmec (Mexico),     156  ,   308  
  onomastica: and education of scribes in 

Egypt,     259–62  ,   264  ,   286  ,   307  ,   308  ;    and 
hypothesis on origin of writing,     243   

  oracle bone inscriptions, and Anyang,     44–5  , 
  180  ,   181  ,   214–15  ,   275  

  oral narratives and tradition: and boundary 
markers of Inka state,     105  ,   106  ;    and king 
lists,     39  .    See also  speech   

  Otomi (Central Mexico),     134  
  outer provinces, of Aztec empire,     144  ,   145  , 

  151–2  ,   164  
  overseers, of labor in Mesopotamia,     59  
  oxen, and agriculture in early 

Mesopotamia,     57    

  Palermo Stone (Egypt),     70  ,   79  ,   80  ,   84  ,   86  , 
  104–5  ,   195  

  papyrus, and bookkeeping in Egypt,   
  70–4  .    See also  Brooklyn Papyrus  ;   Gebelein 
papyri  ;   Papyrus Harris I  ;   Wilbour Papyrus  

  Papyrus Harris I (Egypt),     96–7  ,   99  ,   102–4  , 
  185  ,   235  

  Parsons, Jeffrey,     126  ,   195  
  passports, and Han empire,     169  ,   207  ,   211  
  Pasztory, Esther,     125  
  Peet, T.,     94  
  Petexbatun (Maya),     171  
  Petrie, Flinders,     21  
   phyle  system, in Egypt,     117  
  pictorial recording systems, and Aztecs,     32  , 

  133–9  ,   153  
  Piedras Negras (Maya),     157  ,   165  ,   269  
   pik  (pan-Mesoamerican measurement 

unit),     163  
  Pines, Yuri,     203  

  Pizarro, Hernando,     118  
  place names, and topographical maps in 

Warring States period,     203  
  planning: and purpose of accounting in 

Mesopotamia,     63–4  ;    of Tenochtitlan by 
Aztec state,     132–3   ;    of Teotihuacan,     126   ; 
   of towns and household registration in 
Egypt,     91–3   

  Plaza de los Glifos (Teotihuacan),     123  , 
  124  ,   125  

  poetry, and education of scribes,     262  ,   289–92  
  police function: of accounting in Classical 

world,     63  ;    of household lists in Egypt,     93–5   
  politics, and city-states in Late Classic Maya 

period,     155–7  .    See also  state  
  Poma, Guamán,     29  ,   114  ,   117  
  population: and epidemic diseases in 

Central Mexico,     134  ;    estimates of Maya,   
  177   ;    estimates of urban in Erlitou,     177   ; 
   movements of in Warring States period,   
  204  ,   207–10  .    See also  migration   

  Postgate, J. N.,     9  ,   13–14  ,   64  
  potsherds, survival of early writing on,   

  276  ,   277  
  power.        See  control  
  “Praise of Lipit-Eishtar” 

(Mesopotamia),     255–6  
   Primeros Memoriales ,     31–2  
   The Prince  (Machiavelli 1532),     3  
  property register, and Aztecs,     131  
  proto-bureaucracy, of Anyang,     183  
  proto-writing,     4  
  proverbs, from Mesopotamia,     255  , 

  286  ,   288  
   pucullo  (ancestral crypts, Inka),     28  
  pyramids, labor for construction of,     86  ,   220  , 

  221  ,   222–3    

  Qaa, King (Egypt),     23  ,   24  
  Qatna (Syria),     34  ,   35  
   Qian zi wen  (“The Thousand-Character 

Classic”),     277  ,   278  
  Qin state.        See  Warring States period  
  Qiu Wei (Western Zhou),     215  
  quality control, and inscriptions on weapons 

in Warring States period,     216  
  Quetzalcoatl (Aztec god),     270  
  Quirigua (Maya),     155  
  Quirke, Stephen,     88  ,   93    

  Ramesses II (Egypt),     186  
  Ramesses III (Egypt),     96  ,   102–4  ,   165  ,   167  , 

  185  ,   292  
  Ramesses IV (Egypt),     104  
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  Ramesses V (Egypt),     96  
  rationing and ration systems: and budgeting 

in Mesopotamia,     61  ;    and budgeting in 
Warring States period,     229–30  ,   231   ;    as 
system of social welfare,     305   

  receipt, as common form of administrative 
document,     117–18  

  reciprocity, and extraction of wealth by early 
states,     56  

  Redford, Donald,     24  
  religion: and administrative needs of early 

states,     55  ;    and bureaucracy in Egypt,     76–7   ; 
   Maya scribes and specialization in realm of 
gods,     269   ;    priests and education of scribes 
in Central Mexico,     270  .    See also  Mandate of 
Heaven doctrine   

  reports: as function of early writing,     104  ; 
   Han empire and submission of,     233  , 
  234  ,   235   ;    in writing as quintessence of 
bureaucracy,     183   ;    punishment for failure to 
provide in early China,     65   

  representational art, in early China,     186  ,   302  
  Resseneb (son of vizier, Egypt),     87  ,   88  
  resettlement, and long-distance relocation 

of ethnic groups by Inka state,     111  ,   204  . 
   See also  migration  

  rhyme, and  Cangjie pian ,     284  
  road system, and Inka empire,     114  ,   162  
  Robertson, Donald,     131  ,   169–70  
  Rowe, John,     30  ,   107  ,   112  
  “royal strategy,” and planning of 

Teotihuacan,     126    

  Sahagún, Bernardino de,     31–2  ,   152  
  Samsuiluna (Mesopotamia),     67  
  San Bartolo (Maya),     156  
   San Shi pan/Ze Ren pan  inscription (Western 

Zhou),     197–8  
  San state (Western Zhou),     198  
  Saqqara (Egypt),     78  ,   79  ,   80  
  Sargon, King (Assyria),     68  
   Satire on the Trades  (Egypt),     264  ,   265  
  Sayil (Yucatan),     172  
  Schaberg, David,     288  ,   293  ,   294  ,   295  
  Scott, James,     3  ,   12  ,   111  ,   176  ,   195  ,   214  ,   224  , 

  226  ,   230  
  scribes: as interaction zone between 

populace and state,     69  ;    modern versus 
ancient implications of term,     241   ; 
   training of as indispensable to writing 
system,     241   ;    and written king lists,     38  . 
   See also  education   

  script community,     6  ,   307  
  seal impressions (Egypt),     23–4  ,   77–8  

   Selected Works of Chairman Mao  (little red 
book),     288  

  Semna fort (Egypt),     167  ,   168  ,   169  ,   210  
  sentences, and education of scribes in early 

China,     286–9  
  Senusret II, King (Egypt),     90  
  Senusret III, King (Egypt),     165  ,   169  
  Seti I (Egypt),     210  ,   302  
  sexagesimal system, in Mesopotamia,     244  
   shang da fu/ren  text (Dunhuang),     276–7  
  Shang dynasty: and hymns in  Odes ,   

  292–3  ;    and Mandate of Heaven,     50  . 
   See also  Anyang  ;   Shang king list   

   shang ji  (annual reporting),     233  
  Shang king list,     44–52  ,   302  
  Shang Yang (Qin state),     212  ,   225  
  Shanxi Changping (battle in Warring States 

period),     212  
  Sharlach, Tonia,     151  
  Shaughnessy, Edward L.,     196  
   Shi ji  (Historical Records),     40  ,   45–7  
   Shi Qiang pan  (Western Zhou),     Plate 

VII  ,   47–50  
  Shi You (Han period),     285  
   Shi Zhou pian  (Han period),     280–1  ,   282  ,   300  
  signs, and lists as building blocks of writing 

systems,     243–4  ,   308  .    See also  symbols and 
symbolism  

  silk, and Qin maps,     204  
  Sima Qian,     40  ,   45–7  ,   49–52  ,   204  ,   212–14  , 

  236  ,   302  
  Sinuhe (Egypt),     167  
   si xian  (Warring States period),     199  
  Skinner, Quentin,     2  
  Smith, William Stevenson,     75  
  Sneferu, King (Egypt),     84  ,   85  ,   164  
  soil types, and glyphs in Aztec records,   

  139  ,   141  
  Southeast Asia: destruction of state records 

by peasantry in colonial,     69  ;    Maya city-
states compared to precolonial,     167   

  Spanish, and colonial administration of 
former Inka state,     107–8  ,   111  ,   113  

  speech, art of in Central Mexico,     270  . 
   See also  oral narratives and tradition  

  Spring and Autumn period (770–476 B.C.),   
  199  ,   235  

  stairways, and Maya king lists,     24  ,   25  
  standardization: and Aztec tax tables,     142  ; 

   of measurement in Western Zhou,     195   ;    of 
tribute collection in Aztec empire,     151   ;    of 
writing systems,     307–8   

  state: chronology and culture areas of 
early,     14–18  ;    and city-state model,     178   ; 
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   comparisons of modern and ancient,   
  13   ;    and cross-cultural conclusions on 
education of scribes,     306–7   ;    defi nition of,   
  2  ,   12   ;    and establishment of permanent 
family names,     214   ;    and extraction of 
wealth in Andes,     105–21  ,   305   ;    extraction 
of wealth as central concern of,     55–6   ;    and 
extraction of wealth in Central Mexico,   
  121–54   ;    and extraction of wealth in early 
China,     175–237  ,   305   ;    and extraction of 
wealth in Egypt,     69–105   ;    and extraction 
of wealth in Maya lowlands,     154–74   ;    and 
extraction of wealth in Mesopotamia,   
  56–69  ,   304   ;    introduction to role of writing 
in,     1–6   ;    legitimation of in Andes,     28–31  , 
  39  ,   303   ;    legitimation of in Central Mexico,   
  31–2  ,   39   ;    legitimation of in early China,   
  40–52  ,   302–4   ;    legitimation of in Egypt,   
  21–4  ,   39  ,   302   ;    legitimation of in Maya 
lowlands,     24–8  ,   39   ;    legitimation of in 
Mesopotamia,     32–9  ,   302–3   ;    prominence 
of writing in royal display and creation 
of elite group identity,     301–4   ;    and use of 
writing for control,     211  .    See also  kings and 
kinship  ;   politics   

  state farms: and Anyang,     181  ;    and Inka 
empire,     105–14  ,   115   

  state spaces,     111  
  “Statute for forming arable plots” ( Wei tian 

lü , Qin state),     224–5  
  Steinkeller, Piotr,     65  ,   68  ,   69  
  stela, as boundary markers in Egypt,     100  
  Stela of the Vulture (Mesopotamia),     163  
  Step Pyramid of Djoser (Egypt),     24  
  stone sickles,     181  
  storage: lack of archaeological evidence 

for in Mesopotamia,     65  ;    and Middle 
Kingdom town of Kahun in Egypt,   
  90   ;    and storehouses in Inka empire,   
  113–14  ,   115   

  strategic provinces, of Aztec empire,     151  
  Stuart, David,     162  ,   169–70  ,   174  ,   267  
   A Study of Writing  (Gelb 1963),     7–8  
  subsistence fi elds, and Inka state farms,     106  
  Sugiyama, Saburo,     126  
  Šulgi, King (Mesopotamia),     248  ,   295  ,   296–7  , 

  299  ,   300  
  Sumerian King List,     2  ,   32  ,   36–8  ,   39  
  Sumerian language,     247–8  ,   249  ,   254–5  
  surveys and surveying, and symbolic value 

of bookkeeping in Egypt,     101  
  Syllable Alphabet B (Mesopotamia),     249  
  symbols and symbolism, and power of 

bookkeeping in Egypt,     100–5  .    See also  signs    

  tablet houses (Mesopotamia),     245  ,   249  
  tags: and administrative records in Egypt,   

  75  ,   77  ,   79  ;    and Inuits in Canada,     220–1   ;    and 
laborers in Qin empire,     220   

  “Tale of the Two Brothers” (Egypt),     263  
  Tang dynasty,     232  ,   293  
  Taube, Karl,     122–5  
  taxes and taxation: assessment of by Aztec 

state,     42–4  ,   139  ;    and labor in Inka empire,   
  193  ,   224   ;    systems of land tenure and use of 
term,     55   

   The Teaching of King Merikare  (Egypt),     266  
   Teaching of the Vizier Ptahhotep  (Egypt),     286  
  Tecolote (Guatemala),     165  ,   166  
   telpochcalli  (young men’s house, Central 

Mexico),     270  
  Tenochtitlan: and  chinampa  farming,     126  ; 

   and education of scribes,     270   ;    and king 
lists,     31   ;    settlement pattern of,     131–3  . 
   See also  Central Mexico   

  Teotihuacan (Mexico),     121–6  
  Tepetlaoztoc (Mexico),     133  ,   139  ,   140  ,   142  ,   150  
   termini , and causeways of Maya cities,     158  
  terraces and terracing: and Inka royal estates,   

  160–1  ;    and Maya cities,     157–62   
  Thruppe, Sylvia,     9  
  Tikal (Maya),     27  ,   155  ,   156–7  ,   163  ,   177  
  time: retrograde presentation of in Classic 

Maya,     24  ;    and time depth of Maya city-
states,     155–6   ;    and tribute collection in 
Aztec empire,     151   

  Tinney, Steve,     252  
  Tiwanaku (Andes),     31  
   tlaheulmatli  (surface area of fi eld, Aztec),     139  
   tlamatini  (priests, Central Mexico),     270  
   tlaquahuitl  (measurement, Aztec),     142  
  tomb U-j inscriptions (Egypt),     23  ,   70  ,   71  ,   73  , 

  75  ,   77  ,   84  ,   179  
  tools, for agriculture in Anyang,     181  
  Topic, John,     119  ,   121  
  topography, and maps: in Warring States 

period,     200–4  ,   205  ,   206  ;    and Western Zhou,   
  193  ,   194   

  town registers, and planning in Egypt,     95  
  Townsend, Richard,     131  
  transaction records, and legal documents in 

Egypt,     80–5  
  transportation, and storehouses of Inka state,   

  113–14  
  tribute: assessment and collection of by 

Aztecs,     144–54  ,   224  ;    as different from rent 
and tax,     56   ;    and extraction of wealth by 
state in Maya lowlands,     162–4   

  Trigger, Bruce,     8  ,   154  
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  Triple Alliance (Tenochtitlan, Texcoco, 
Tlacopan),     126  ,   144–54  

  Turin king list (Egypt),     37–8  
  Tutankhamun (Egypt),     272  
  Tu-ta-ti syllable list (Mesopotamia),     267  
  Tuthmosis IV (Egypt),     100  
  Twenty-Four Standard Histories 

(China),     40  
  Twitchett, Denis,     18    

  Uaxactun (Maya),     28  ,   29  
  Umma (Mesopotamia),     151  
  urbanization: process of in Maya region,     156  , 

  188  ;    Zhou colonization and processes of,   
  188  .    See also  cities   

  Urton, Gary,     5  ,   18  ,   118  
  Uruk (Mesopotamia),     177–8  ,   241  ,   242  
  Userkaf (Egypt),     79  ,   80  ,   84    

  Van De Mieropp, Marc,     14  ,   66  ,   119  
  van Driel, G.,     304  
  Veldhuis, Niek,     288–9  ,   292  
  vigesimal strategy, and Aztec tax records,   

  142  ,   150  
  Visicato, Giuseppe,     245    

  walled settlements, in early China,     178  , 
  199–200  

  warfare, and censuses in early modern 
Europe,     224  .    See also  defensive structures  ; 
  military  ;   weapons  

  Wari (Andes),     31  
  Warring States period: and beginning of 

reliance on documents for administration,   
  175  ;    and codifi cation of biographical 
history,     293   ;    and extraction of wealth by 
state,     199–237   ;    and legitimation of state,   
  46–7  ,   51  .    See also  China   

  Watt, Ian,     7  
  wealth: extraction of by state in Andes,     105–

21  ,   305  ;    extraction of by state in Central 
Mexico,     121–54   ;    extraction of by state in 
early China,     175–237  ,   305   ;    extraction of 
by state in Egypt,     69–105   ;    extraction of by 
state in Maya lowlands,     154–74   ;    extraction 
of by state in Mesopotamia,     56–69  ,   304   ; 
   role of writing in extraction of by state,   
  2–3  ,   55–6  ,   304–6   

  weapons, and names of rulers in Warring 
States period,     216  

  Weber, Max,     3  ,   6  ,   8  ,   9  
  Wen, King (Western Zhou),     50  ,   295  ,   296  ,   297  , 

  299  ,   300  
  Westenholz, Aage,     245  ,   247  

  Western Zhou: and education of scribes,   
  280–1  ,   298  ,   299  ;    elites and literacy in,     292   ; 
   and extraction of wealth by state,     184–99   ; 
   and investiture ceremonies,     184–8  ,   235   ; 
   and legitimation of state,     47–52  ,   303   ;    and 
military,     224   ;    and naming practices,     215  . 
   See also  China   

  Wilbour Papyrus (Egypt),     96–7  ,   99  ,   101  
  Wilkinson, Toby,     79  
  Williams, Barbara J.,     139  ,   142  
  wisdom texts, and education of scribes,   

  286  ,   288  
  “witness-stela” (Egypt),     100  
  women: and economic power in Han 

period,     228  ;    education of in Andes,     271  . 
   See also  gender   

  word lists, and education of scribes,     259  , 
  261–2  ,   280  .    See also  lexical lists  

  workshops: comparison between control of 
by Inka and Old World states,     119  ,   120  ; 
   and weapons in Warring States period,   
  216–17  .    See also  craft production   

  Wright, Arthur,     288  
  writing, ancient systems of: and defi nitions 

of key terms in comparative studies,   
  12  ;    and extraction of wealth by state in 
Andes,     105–21  ,   305   ;    and extraction of 
wealth by state in Central Mexico,     121–54   ; 
   and extraction of wealth by state in early 
China,     175–237  ,   305   ;    and extraction of 
wealth by state in Egypt,     69–105   ;    and 
extraction of wealth by state in Maya 
lowlands,     154–74   ;    and extraction of wealth 
by state in Mesopotamia,     56–69  ,   304   ;    and 
importance of training of scribes,     241   ; 
   introduction to role of in early state,     1–6   ; 
   and legitimation of state in Andes,     28–31  , 
  39   ;    and legitimation of state in Central 
Mexico,     31–2  ,   39   ;    and legitimation of state 
in early China,     40–52   ;    and legitimation of 
state in Egypt,     21–4  ,   39   ;    and legitimation 
of state in Maya lowlands,     24–8  ,   39   ;    and 
legitimation of state in Mesopotamia,   
  32–9   ;    and lexical lists,     243   ;    names, lists, 
and invention of,     307–8   ;    narrow and 
broad defi nitions of,     4   ;    reports and main 
functions of,     104   ;    royal display and 
creation of elite group identity,     301–4   ;    state 
and education of scribes,     306–7   ;    state’s 
use of for control,     211   ;    and use of term 
 scribe ,     241   

  written cadasters (Egypt),     97  ,   99  ,   100  . 
   See also  cadastral maps and registers  

  Wu, King (Western Zhou),     50  ,   190    
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  Xia (legendary dynasty in early China),     293  
  Xiang Yu, General (Qin period),     236  ,   237  
  Xiao He (Han period),     236–7  
   Xiaojing (The Classic of Filial Piety) ,     288  
  Xiaotun (Anyang),     180  
   Xiao Yu ding  inscription (Western Zhou 

period),     211–12  
  Xingyang Dashigu (Erlitou period),     178  
   xiquipilli  (numerical unit, Nahuatl),     163  
  Xochimilco basin (Central Mexico),     128  ,   132  
   xue  (schools, China),     275  ,   298    

  Yacha (Peru),     111  
   yachawasi  (special schools, Inka),     271  
  Yang Lien-sheng,     231  
  Yanshi (Erligang period),     179  ,   180  
  Yaxchilan Hieroglyphic Stairway (Maya),     24  
  Yax K’uk’ Mo’ (Maya),     26  
  Yax Pasaj (Maya),     26  
  Yi (territory of Western Zhou),     188–9  

   Yi Hou Ze gui  inscription (Western Zhou),     188  
  Yiluo River (China),     176  
  Yinwan documents (Han period),     233  ,   235  
  Yoffee, Norman,     2  ,   3  ,   9  ,   12  ,   39  ,   57  ,   178  
  Yu, King (legendary founder of Xia dynasty),   

  293  .    See also  Xia  
  Yü Ying-shih,     13    

  Zapotec (Mexico),     121  
  Ze, Lord (Western Zhou),     188  ,   189  ,   198  
   zhang jiang  (Warring States period),     199  
  Zheng (Western Zhou),     189  
  Zhengzhou (Erligang period),     42–3  ,   179  ,   275  
  Zhou (Grand Scribe, Western Zhou),     280  
  Zhou dynasty,     48  ,   49  ,   292  ,   297  ,   300  
   Zhou li  (Warring State period),     199–200  , 

  224  
  Zhu Xi (neo-Confucianism),     288  
  Zorita, Alonso de,     131  ,   133  ,   171  
   Zuozhuan  (Warring States period),     227     
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